Aboodi Shabi

International keynote speaker
Aboodi has been working in executive coaching and coach
training since the mid-1990s and has several years of
international coaching, training and leadership development
experience. He has delivered coach-training programmes and
worked with executives and teams all over the world, in sectors
ranging from NGOs to financial services, pharmaceuticals and
media.
He is a regular speaker on the international coaching circuit, and
an invited guest tutor on mastery in coaching at several European
coaching schools.He is currently on the editorial board of Coaching
at Work magazine, and teaches on the Certificate in Coaching for
Henley Business School. He has been on the ICF global coaching
board, and was founding co-President of the UK ICF Chapter.

What do you need?
Every talk is tailored according to the needs of your audience. To give
you an idea, please see this list of typical events and talk titles for
clients who’ve booked Aboodi to speak in recent years:
• Building Range as a Coach
		 Conference Session, ICF Conference, Bucharest, Romania
• The Art of Masterful Coaching
		 Keynote Speaker, SW Coaching and Mentoring Conference, Somerset, UK
• Building Range as a Coach
		 Conference Session, ICF Conference, London, UK
• The Future of Coaching
		 Keynote Speaker, ICF Conference, Sofia, Bulgaria
• The Art of Leadership
		 Keynote Speaker, Sovereign Wealth Fund Conference, Astana, Kazakhstan
• Coaching - Revolution or Evolution?
		Keynote Speaker, Centre for Creative Leadership Conference, Brussels, Belgium
• Is Coaching Still Relevant?
		 Keynote Speaker, EuroCoachList Conference, Bristol, UK
• Working with Moods and Emotions in Coaching
		 Conference Session, ICF Conference, London, UK
• Does Coaching Still Matter
		 Keynote Speaker, Coaching at Work Conference, London, UK
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“You express your knowledge
with clarity and humility. You are
great at holding the attention of
your audience too.”
Sir John Whitmore, author of
‘Coaching for Performance’
“Aboodi delivered a fantastic
session for my company
alumni event. He had 40 of us
completely engaged for three
hours. A brilliant mix of inspiring
thought leadership and fun
participation. I can’t recommend
him enough.”
Geradline Gallagher
“Aboodi is an outstanding
speaker, engaging and
informative. He has a fresh
perspective and challenges
thinking and behaviours in a
beautiful way.”
Sally McCutchion
“Aboodi is an accomplished,
highly inspiring, thoughtprovoking speaker who
embodies what he preaches. He
is a pleasure to work with too.”
Liz Hall

Next steps
To discuss your event,
please contact Aboodi
+44 (0)7769 705562
info@aboodishabi.com

